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Overview 
 
The University of Sydney is deeply committed to optimising the contribution it makes to 
realising the vision of Greater Sydney as a prosperous metropolis of three cities.  
 
We have been a key partner in the Westmead precinct since before Westmead Hospital 
opened its doors in 1978. We believe that the Westmead Health and Education Super Precinct 
will require bold and visionary planning goals and support from the Commission, state and 
local government, the local community and businesses, if the precinct is to contribute fully to 

 
 
The West Central District Plan needs to enable the extension of the Westmead precinct 
beyond its current boundaries to support its planned growth into a truly leading global 
innovation district. Transport and land use planning for the precinct needs to better reflect the 
Westmead  status as a key provider of new high-value industries and jobs in the 
heart of Western Sydney.  
 
The University of Sydney exists to serve the people of Sydney and beyond through the pursuit 
of excellence in education, research and knowledge translation. While we strive for disciplinary 
excellence, we increasingly bring the disciplines together to solve complex real-world problems 
through cross-disciplinary approaches to education and research. We do this by responding to, 
and working with, the diverse communities of which we are a part across Greater Sydney, 
Australia and overseas. 
education sector. We are already present across the whole of Sydney, with major investments, 
land holdings and campuses in each district, and in various regional areas.  
 
We are keen to continue strengthening the role we play in delivering the knowledge, skills and 

competitiveness. We are committed to working with the Commission to realise the vision for a 
productive, liveable and sustainable Sydney. To these ends, we seek the support of the 
Commission to facilitate the delivery of required governance models, supporting infrastructure, 
and the provision of employment land and affordable housing in each of the district plans.  
 

District Plans  Key Success Factors 

 Governance  we recommend the establishment of a precinct-wide governance 
framework with representation from leadership within government, universities and 
industry to guide precinct strategy, development, and implementation. 

 Infrastructure  we recommend the development of an infrastructure plan to support 

connected seamlessly with and complements the other two cities; and ensure growth does 
not compromise amenity, accessibility and connectivity. 

 Employment land and jobs   we recommend the protecting and enhancement of 
employment land to facilitate collaboration between education, research, and industry, to 
maximise the creation of new high-value industries and jobs, and other positive economic 
spillover outcomes.  

 Measurable outcomes  we recommend that the Commission commit to working with 
data analytics specialists to develop a transferable methodology for monitoring and 
evaluating productivity, liveability and sustainability outcomes. 
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The Westmead Health and Education Super Precinct 
 

 a globally significant centre of health and medical services, research, 
education and collaboration. The Westmead precinct is home to four hospitals, including two 
large-scale teaching hospitals, three major medical research institutes, and the largest 
research-active pathology service in NSW.  
 
This submission complements the joint submissions made by Westmead Precinct Partners 
and the Westmead Alliance. We have contributed to both submissions and fully support them. 
Our partners at Westmead have also expressed their support for our submission and we 
believe the precinct is unified in its ambitious vision for the future. 
 
The University of Sydney understands that in the Draft West Central District Plan Westmead is 
identified as a world-class Health and Education Super Precinct, and is listed to have a focus 
for ongoing economic development to increase the total number of health and education and 
knowledge and professional services jobs. The Central City will be anchored by the Westmead 
Health and Education Super Precinct, and an integrated ring of specialised and advanced 
manufacturing industries, alongside urban services, and supported by strong transport 
connections. 
 

significant expansion of the range and scope of our operations at Westmead, as identified in 
our 2016 20 Strategic Plan. Our additional activity, plus committed capital investment, will play 
a major role in the elevation of Westmead to achieve the Commission's vision. We have 
committed an investment of $500M at Westmead over the next 20 years. This will enable an 
increase of students to a number of around 10,000 at the precinct, with a focus on creating a 
versatile, highly skilled health workforce and industry relevant research programs. To create a 
full health education campus at Westmead approximately 130,000 sqm of floor space is 
required. 
 
Our advanced vision for Westmead as an Innovation District 
 
The University of Sydney and the Western Sydney Health District have undertaken an 
advanced review of the Westmead precinct. Together we believe that an opportunity exists to 
take the precinct to the next level: to be a world-leading and multidisciplinary innovation 
district.  
 
Investing in innovation in health has significant benefits to the economy. Innovation districts 
offer the benefit of a clustering effect that can connect the right people with the right resources 
to enable innovation.   
 
We believe Westmead has potential to expand its education offering and draw in industry, to 
benefit from the multiplier effect on productivity. Often the research and development 
partnerships that universities create with Industry can develop the base of the innovation 
ecosystem. 
 

worldwide and carried out a gap analysis to identify areas for growth at Westmead to enable 
this vision to be realised.  
 
The review has identified the following key preconditions as critical to the success of 
innovation districts: 
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 public and private health care (existing) and social assistance (existing);  
 multidisciplinary education and training (existing and growing);  
 professional, scientific and technical services (existing and growing);  
 financial and insurance services (aspirational);  
 retail trade (aspirational);  
 information media and telecommunications (aspirational); and 
 complementary housing and accommodation (aspirational). 

A critical component of the Innovation District will be broadening the vision beyond healthcare 
towards the provision of multi-disciplinary activities. This will have a significant impact on the 
local economy, but also on wider Sydney and NSW. In terms of education, PwC anticipate that 
if Westmead attracts tertiary education investment to the scale of $3.6 billion in the next 50 
years, this will enable an increase to 50,000 students from all disciplines, with full university 
service offerings on site. This is comparable to the size and nature of The University of 

650,000sqm of floor space to create this scale of tertiary education activity at the precinct.  
 
In planning for its future Western Sydney activity, we are considering the strategic value of 
expanding our presence, over the long-term in Western Sydney, beyond our current committed 
levels of research and education activity. A detailed planning process is underway and one 
option under consideration is further expanding the Westmead Campus far beyond our 
existing commitments, to develop a multi-disciplinary campus that aligns with, and would 
enable, the Innovation District vision.   
 
Governance 
 

across government, industry and universities. While the Commission notes that it will utilise 
existing forums to achieve this, we believe more support is required for the Health and 
Education Super Precincts. The formation of the Westmead Precinct Coordination Group and 
of the Westmead Alliance, have been positive steps towards acknowledgement of the strong 
relationships between the Westmead precinct partners and other stakeholders in the precinct. 
There is potential for these structures to evolve into more formal governance arrangements. 
Through its district plans the Commission can recognise and support the importance of strong 
governance arrangements being developed for each Super Precinct.  
 
Recommendations 
 

 
Governance framework 

 
 Support the Westmead Health and Education Super Precinct partners in their 

engagement with government, community and industry. We recommend that the 
Commission work with the Westmead precinct partners to support government decision 
making in relation to planning and investment in and around Westmead. The Commission 
can support the engagement of the precinct partners with the local community, businesses 
and across government. 
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Infrastructure planning 
 
The Commission notes its intention to plan for increased access and enhanced urban amenity 
within and around health and education super precincts. At Westmead, specific planning for 
infrastructure connections within and outside of the precinct will be critical to optimising access 
for our students, the future workforce, and engaging across organisations and with the 
community.  
 
Sites on the periphery of the precinct require safe and efficient linkages to other organisations. 
For example, improving current linkages with the Catholic Education Diocese of Parramatta 
(CEDP) Westmead Campus, with Western Sydney University , and 
with Westmead Private Hospital is critical. Better linkages will improve engagement between 
organisations and create pathways and opportunities that support the innovation vision. 
 
We support the target of achieving access to jobs and centres within 30 minutes and the 
transport initiatives outlined to achieve this. Further consideration should be given to 
Westmead in this context, and should be given greater emphasised in the West Central District 
Plan. As such, the University requests that the Commission take action on the following 
specific priorities. 
 
Recommendations 
 

Infrastructure planning 
 
 Local pedestrian and road linkages. We recommend that the Commission support the 

precinct to maximise connectivity between organisations across the precinct. Walkability is 
key to achieving the Innovation District vision. 

 
 Heavy rail connections. We recommend that the Commission direct TfNSW to review 

existing train timetabling with the aim of increasing the frequency of Westmead 
connections, and recommend that trains from the Blue Mountains stop at Westmead. In 
addition, review maintenance and emergency response capacity to reduce unplanned 
service shutdowns between Blacktown and Parramatta. 

 
 Sydney Metro West. We recommend that the Commission supports a new Metro station 

to be developed to service the Health and University campuses on the future Western 
Metro line between the City and Westmead. This is critical to enabling the elevation of 
Westmead as our second major campus and realising the broader precinct vision. (Refer 
Appendix 2A. to this report) 

 
 Parramatta Light Rail. We recommend that the Commission continue to support the 

planning for Parramatta Light Rail to provide direct access to the Westmead Precinct with 
two major stops along Hawkesbury Road. 

 
 Bus services. We recommend that the Commission direct TfNSW to increase the 

frequency and network coverage for local residential areas around the Westmead precinct. 
 
 Ferry services. We recommend that the West Central District Plan emphasise the 

importance of the Parramatta Ferry in connecting Parramatta to the harbour, and that the 
Commission direct the TfNSW to review timetabling to increase frequency and efficiency 
of connections to other services. 
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 Road connections. We recommend that the Commission direct TfNSW to improve local 
road connections to support necessary road access and establish additional links from 
Cumberland Highway to support increased precinct scale. 

 
 Freight and logistics. We recommend that Commission consider increased scale of 

freight and logistics requirements for Westmead in the long term and coordinate with land 
use planning. 

 
Land use planning  
 

including protecting surrounding employment areas for health and education related land use 
not just residential. The Commission clearly understands that the future vision for Westmead 
begins with ensuring that the proper land use planning and infrastructure connections are well 
considered and put in place today. In this regard, the University requests that the West Central 
District Plan provide specific strategic direction on, and consideration, of the following 
priorities. 
 
Recommendations 
 

Land use planning 
 

 Boundary definition. We recommend that the Commission clearly define the boundaries 
of the Westmead Innovation District within the West Central District Plan. 

 
 Permitted uses to align with innovation. Special purpose zones are divided into health 

services facilities and educational establishments. These land uses need to be permissible 
across the entire precinct given the integrated nature of the functions. As such, we 
recommend that zoning ensures that mixed uses are permissible across the precinct. This 
will support the further development of collaborative and integrated educational 
institutions, hospitals and medical facilities, and importantly, a new premise for 
commercial, retail and residential uses to support these institutions. 

 
 Specifically support the establishment of a major university campus at Westmead. 

We recommend that the Commission support the establishment of a major university 
campus at Westmead, with identification of a long-term site in the West Central District 
Plan. In addition, we recommend that the Commission permit embedded 
education/research throughout the precinct to align with complementary uses and clusters 
in zones. e.g. align research facilities with other research organisations. The zoning 
proposals above will support this.  

 
 Acknowledge the Universit 017. The 

provide greater clarity in terms of the scale and nature of our Westmead Campus. We will 
continue to update the Commission with advances in this strategy, to help inform the 
update of the West Central District Plan.  

 
 Prioritise land for affordable housing. We recommend that the Commission prioritise 

the provision of affordable housing for workers and students within the Innovation District 
to achieve the workforce requirements of such a large-scale precinct. This could be 
achieved through inclusionary zoning in this precinct or through agreed targets in master 
planning of the area. 
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 Complementary supporting developments. We recommend that the Commission 
identify surrounding lands to leverage opportunities and support the realisation of the 
Westmead precinct vision. Rezoning land between Parramatta Park and Hawkesbury 
Road is an opportunity for rezoning to maximise connectivity across Greater Parramatta 

 Strategic planning should 

impact the Westmead precinct. New developments in the surrounding area should be 
required to respond to the strategic vision for Westmead. 

 
 Permit high rise development. Zoning and planning controls to support high density and 

high rise development is critical to creating the necessary capacity. As such, we 
recommend that the Commission ensure partner organisations, who are key contributors 

Private Hospital and Parramatta Marist High. 
 
 Continue to support adjacent General Industrial zones to the north and north-east. 

We recommend that the Commission continue to support advanced manufacturing and 
heavy retail zoning to the North and North East. This zoning will be critical to the future 
precinct vision and enable potential specialisations in engineering, logistics, advanced 
manufacturing and robotics tailored towards health innovation and other emerging 
industries. 

 
 -

We recommend that the Commission provides support to the Westmead precinct to 
ensure that as the master planning progresses, consideration is given to the environment 
that is created. This includes ensuring high-amenity outcomes for Hawkesbury Road, and 
consideration of cultural infrastructure such as public spaces, museums, galleries and 
events centres, which are features of leading global innovation precincts. 

 
 Support revitalisation of the Parramatta Parklands. We recommend that the 

Commission supports strategic reactivation of the Parramatta parklands, including 
improving amenities for sport, events and social interaction.  

 
 
 
The economic benefits 
 
Our economic consultants, PwC, estimate that if the Commissions existing ambition of creating 
a Westmead Health and Education Super Precinct is realised, an additional $1.9 billion in 
economic output per annum will be generated. We urge the Commission to raise its ambitions 
for the Westmead precinct, to target establishment of a world-leading Innovation District, 
operating in effect as a satellite city complementing Parramatta. PwC estimate that this 
scenario has the potential to generate an additional $4.5 billion in economic output per 
annum. 
 
We look forward to working with the Greater Sydney Commission to realise the potential of our 
presence to deliver internationally leading collaboration and innovation outcomes.  
If you have any questions about the University of Sydney submissio
District Plan, please do not hesitate to contact Greg Robinson Director Campus Infrastructure 
Services, on  
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